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Unlike most RTS games, which feature three (Warcraft), only two resources ( StarCraft , Warhammer 40,000:Dawn of War ) or even one ( Homeworld , Command & Conquer 3: Tiberium Wars ), there are six resources in Rise of Nations,
five of which ( Food, Timber, Metal, Oil, and Wealth ) are used mostly to build units and buildings. The sixth resource, Knowledge, is used for researching technologies, though it is also necessary for the construction of missiles and the

last two Wonders ( Super Collider and Space Program ). Despite this proliferation of resources, each building, technology or unit type requires only one or two types to build; thus, gameplay is streamlined. While creating harvesting
infrastructure can be time-consuming, it is partially eased by the fact that certain resources only become very available after progressing to a certain age; for instance, the player cannot harvest Oil until they have entered the Industrial

Age because oil was not needed until after the Industrial Revolution. The Chinese characters allow the player to choose from different Chinese nationalities: Northern, Central, or Southern. Players can also choose between the
American, British, French, German, Japanese, or Korean versions of the game. The UI and sound options are fairly basic and require no settings, although the game does feature a special Theatre Mode that can be used to make your
playtest matches extremely detailed. In addition to the single-player campaigns, Rise of Nations includes over 70 scenarios. The graphics are ok, but you definitely can tell when you're playing it on a low-end computer. However, the

lack of modern gameplay features, such as realistic movement, damage, unit production, and more are far and away outweighed by the fun you'll have playing.
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rise of nations is one of the best rts games on the market. as an rts, you can take control of your own country, rather
than just a single city. you can build cities and armies, research technologies, and then, when you're ready, expand
your territory, conquering your enemies with bombers, battleships, and tanks. you can also play in the multiplayer

mode, which has up to eight players with ai filling spots at the host's choice. rise of nations features a highly
customizable multiplayer mode. up to eight players can play in a game with a variety of modes to choose from, with

ai filling spots at the server host's choice. a new feature that was introduced into the game was the ability to use
homemade scripts in online play. the scripts are able to be made in the built in script editor, and came with a pre-

made script that disallowed silos. rise of nations features a highly customizable multiplayer mode. up to eight players
can play in a game with a variety of modes to choose from, with ai filling spots at the server host's choice. a new
feature that was introduced into the game was the ability to use homemade scripts in online play. the scripts are

able to be made in the built in script editor, and came with a pre-made script that disallowed silos. rise of nations is
one of the best rts games on the market. as an rts, you can take control of your own country, rather than just a single

city. you can build cities and armies, research technologies, and then, when you're ready, expand your territory,
conquering your enemies with bombers, battleships, and tanksall over your lunch hour! you can also play in the

multiplayer mode, which has up to eight players with ai filling spots at the host's choice. 5ec8ef588b
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